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Abstract 
L凶a昭階g伊r叫a叩n昭叩g
b巴end必is舵色叩us宮e朕吋despe巴cia凶Il匂ya巴巴uratel砂yby R，o悦the匂， but when we ernphasize巴the sen呂eof “poω也i託tionぜ"， 
for 把叫， 沼+Uh久，x トAん， then are found 日sorneirnportant new as叩pe伐ct匂sfor these calculi. 
The famous classic theorem 0ηthe remainder's form in TAYI，OR'S ex-
pansion which LAGRANm: left behind， has been applied in various ways and 
in various fields. 1， too， owe very much to the theorem and ROTIm's what 
1 am going to state in this paper. But 1 mean to show he1'o the importance 
of“position" and that is the reason why the title “Mean-Position" should 
have been chosen fo1' this pape1'. 
1.込1ean-Position. When the diffe1'ence of two values of a function 
f(x) at two di在erentpoints x， x+h is written as 
1 f(叫 h)-f(x) = hnJ<町(x+()h).一 、 、 (1，1) 
In 
whe1'e 0くOく1andf仰い)三笠丘金，抗 makesa special case of LAGRANG出
dx'" 
formula for 
f'(x) = 1"(♂)=… = f<u-'l(勿)= O.
In this case the position x +θh 
may be called “mean園positionofルthorder". 
， (1，2) 
(1，3) 
Firstly let' us take up the case 1， = 1， when we can write down 
f(x+h)-f(x)ニ hf'(x+()h) (0くOく1)




if f"(x) = flll(X) =…手J<n-ll(X)= 0， f旬、(忽)キ 0，and J<叩 l(X)is continuous at 
x. Hence 
1 J<山>(♂+Olh)_ Il 
1，+1 J<η+叱x+02h)
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• therefore lmo(♂，h) =イ京高I了 (1，4) 
This has been firstly shown by ROTHE1)， besides which the folIowing is 
thinkable. i. e.: For仲)吉行万立了
and 
ゆ(1)(=1/2)く世(2)く… く世(n)く併(n+1)く …<1 
Iimチ(n)=: 1， 
(1，5) 
This result can be made applicable in the following experiment such as: 
e てSupposinga potential by f(め， we understand by f'(x} the force at the posi-
tion x and by 
五世戸川=何十州
the meanぜ.quotientof the potential slope between x and x+h， when the meα?ト
争関iUo.孔包キOhiBもれC14札ednot to get r，駒田、 to∞beリ側¥dth;e mi就いやoi:れ.tof x and 
包」山，1f the foγC8 ilself i.s not加胤γiant侃 then瓜ghborhりつdof包.
2. 0 of n-th order. The 0 shown in (1，1) has been also discussed ac圃
curately by ROTfm")， who has proved that 
lim f}(x，h) = _1-:;-， if.f} is of n-th order . (2，1) 
η+1 
This result is e在ectedunder the condition 
f<川 1)(τ)大o， 
when it runs 




十j'n)(叫 8h)・ケ・ (2，3) 
But， ifwe include the restriction (1， 2)(say : f'(x) = .=f<n一円(x)= 0) we 
can use the relation 
f(x+h 
therefore if an arbitrary funetion is taken up which satisfies the condition 
that 1/(0)キ 0，世(0)= 0 句 (2，4)
andチ'(忽)is continuous iul x iく d(d， areal positive number) it is effected 
that 
1) ROTIIE: Tohoku Math. Journ.， 29 (1928)， p.145; also TAKASU: BisekL Shingi， 1 (1930)， p.
176. 





and r limO(h)=-1 
/1=0 " n+1 
3. Supplementary Remarks. It is well-known that ifチ(x)is bounded 




Still more it may be worth mention that if we put the summations 
品コ!竺e妄。世(凶)
Nν 
82 = lim e2 L't L， チ(Ae)
N=∞ v ~O }. ~O 
AγνA 






、 、 ? ? ， ，
?
? ???，?? ?














For the case f(O)ご0，f" (0)キowe have known that 
f(x) = 1'(内)x (0くOく1)
lim 8(x) = 1/2 ， 




加山eif we set O=÷fr(O)(14)叫くが〉
then Iim ()(x) = 1キ 1/2
inevitably. 
On e(x，h) for h→~， we can reach some interesting facts by giving a few 
restrictions for f( x). 
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1) KOWALEWSKI: lntegralgleichungen (1930)， S.34. 
